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Abstract: The formulation of a high dielectric permittivity ceramic/polymer composite feedstock
for daylight vat photopolymerization 3D printing (3DP) is demonstrated, targeting 3DP of devices
for microwave and THz applications. The precursor is composed of a commercial visible light
photo-reactive polymer (VIS-curable photopolymer) and dispersed titanium dioxide (TiO2, TO)
ceramic nano-powder or calcium copper titanate (CCT) micro-powder. To provide consistent 3DP
processing from the formulated feedstocks, the carefully chosen dispersant performed the double
function of adjusting the overall viscosity of the photopolymer and provided good matrix-to-filler
bonding. Depending on the ceramic powder content, the optimal viscosities for reproducible 3DP
with resolution better than 100 µm were η(TO) = 1.20 ± 0.02 Pa.s and η(CCT) = 0.72 ± 0.05 Pa.s
for 20% w/v TO/resin and 20% w/v CCT/resin composites at 0.1 s−1 respectively, thus showing a
significant dependence of the “printability” on the dispersed particle sizes. The complex dielectric
properties of the as-3D printed samples from pure commercial photopolymer and the bespoke
ceramic/photopolymer mixes are investigated at 2.5 GHz, 5 GHz, and in the 12–18 GHz frequency
range. The results show that the addition of 20% w/v of TO and CCT ceramic powder to the initial
photopolymer increased the real part of the permittivity of the 3DP composites from ε’ = 2.7 ± 0.02 to
ε’(TO) = 3.88 ± 0.02 and ε’(CCT) = 3.5 ± 0.02 respectively. The present work can be used as a guideline
for high-resolution 3DP of structures possessing high-ε.

Keywords: additive manufacturing; daylight polymer printing; nanocomposites; photopolymer;
dielectric properties; dynamic mechanical properties

1. Introduction

Additive Manufacturing (AM), also known as three-dimensional printing (3DP), has shown the
potential to fabricate components with tailored and complex designs and is being adopted in various
industrial domains. The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) classified AM into 7
standard processes [1]. Among these, material extrusion (fused deposition modelling, FDM) [2], vat
photopolymerisation (stereolithography, SLA) [3] and material jetting (multi-jet modelling, MJM) [4]
are commonly adopted by researchers due to affordability, easy customisation and wide possibilities
for application.

Various 3DP processes have been extensively used in the fabrication of optical [5], THz [6,7],
microwave and RF dielectric elements and devices [8–10]. For such applications, the dielectric properties
of the components are essential for a predictable performance. Whilst commercial off-the-shelf feedstock
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AM polymer materials provide a very limited range of dielectric characteristics [11], the customization
of the feedstock precursor by adding high-dielectric permittivity (high-ε) ceramic powder may
significantly vary the accessible values of dielectric parameters [12], thus expanding the possibilities
and applications of 3DP [13–15].

The present work was mainly motivated by the need for a material exhibiting high dielectric
properties suitable for 3DP of devices for high-frequency applications, targeting the GHz–THz range.
While, as shown in the example above, material extrusion can provide feedstock with dielectric
permittivity, ε, as high as 11, and feature resolution is typically within the 100–200 µm range. In the
present study, the Digital Light Processing (DLP, variation of SLA) was chosen due to its ability to
provide smooth surface finishes [4] and high spatial resolution of 20 µm or better [16,17], therefore
providing satisfying conditions for 3DP of complex structures with a sub-wavelength (<λ/5) element
size. This technology comprises photopolymerization through cross-linking by a light source (VIS,
or UV laser or LED) of a liquid mixture of photo-reactive monomer and photo-initiator [18].

Recently, the combination of structural (polymers) and functional (conducting and high
permittivity ceramic fillers) materials has been investigated to achieve multifunctional 3DP parts
with good structural stability [19]. Furthermore, by incorporating additives such as organoclay,
carbonaceous nano-fillers (carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene based fillers, carbon black (CB), carbon
nano-fibres (CNF) and metallic nanoparticles), it is feasible to fabricate 3DP materials with advanced
target properties and multi-functionality superior to those of unfilled 3DP materials, which broadens
the area of application [20–22]. Gonzalez et al. [23] used the DLP technique to 3D print a series
of objects using blends of photopolymer, photo-initiator and CNTs. They observed a decrease in
the mechanical performance of the 3DP photopolymer-CNT composites due to a slight decrease in
crosslinking density as a result of the incorporation of CNTs. However, they found that the electrical
conductivity of the 0.1% w/w CNT-loaded composite increased almost 3 orders of magnitude compared
to the pure photopolymer formulation.

Weng et al. [24] have observed that the incorporation of 5% w/w of SiO2 nano-powder into a
commercial SLA feedstock increased the tensile strength and modulus of the 3DP samples by 20.6% and
65.1% respectively. Lin et al. [25] 3D printed an SLA nanocomposite using a photopolymer filled with
0.2% w/w graphene oxide leading to a 62.2% increase of the tensile strength. Manapat et al. [26] reported
673.6% increase in the tensile strength for the 3DP composite after adding 1% w/w graphene oxide;
similarly, adding 10% w/w multi-walled CNT into the SLA precursor resulted in 7.5% improvement
in the tensile strength [27]. The dielectric properties of a 3DP acrylic ester resin and 1.5% w/w CNT
composite in the 4—18 GHz frequency range [28] revealed approximately two times increase in
permittivity, although showing high dielectric losses.

Although there has been prior research in 3DP of structurally enhanced photopolymer/ceramic
composites, there has been little investigation of Vat Polymerisation polymer/composites potentially
suitable for novel electromagnetic applications, where the combination of high dielectric permittivity,
low-dielectric loss, and good spatial resolution is essential. It should be noted that the application of
3DP technologies for fabrication of dielectric devices for frequencies above 20 GHz remain almost an
unexplored area. Otter et al. [29] have demonstrated the future potential of high-resolution SLA by 3DP
of a rectangular waveguide from acrylic plastic followed by metal coating, thus offering the benefits of
lightweight rapid prototyping at very low cost when compared with traditional manufacturing. Metal
coating of an SLA 3DP optical device has been also explored by Fullager et al. [30]. It demonstrated
very similar performance to an identical commercially available off-axis paraboloid in the THz spectral
range. Duangrit et al. [31] reported on digital light-processing (DLP) SLA and polymer-jetting 3DP
using different photopolymers and investigated their suitability in terms of printing resolution and
material characteristics for mm-wave and THz applications. They reported that typical photopolymers
for these technologies have dielectric constants between 2.0 and 3.1, and the dielectric loss tangents
are from 0.008 to 0.102 for 3DP samples in the 0.2–1.4 THz. Several devices, including gradient index
devices and electromagnetic crystals have been 3D-printed using polymer jetting and characterised in
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the 30–350 GHz frequency range [32]. A potential of using SLA for the fabrication of VIS-optically
transparent devices using photocurable silica nanocomposite has also been shown [33].

Here, we focus on the development of a feedstock precursor with a high dielectric constant for
high-resolution low-cost Daylight Polymer Printing (DPP) technology. Nano- and micro-powders of
TiO2 (TO) and CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCT) are used as a high-ε ceramic fillers with the objective of achieving
significant improvement in the dynamic mechanical, thermal, and dielectric properties of the DPP 3DP
composites, as compared to off-the-shelf commercial feedstock, and to potentially increase the range of
applications of this process.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Preparation of the Composite Photopolymer Precursor

To formulate the photopolymer composite dispersions and to enhance the distribution of the
ceramic powder in the photopolymer composite dispersion, a dispersing agent, DISPERBYK-2055
(BYK-Chemie Gmbh, Wesel, Germany) was added to the photopolymer (daylight precision firm resin
(black) (Photocentric Ltd., Peterborough, UK)) in a 100 mL amber glass bottle and stirred (1000 rpm)
on a magnetic stirrer at RT for 1 h. After that, the filler (nano/micro-sized) was added to the previous
solution and magnetically stirred (1000 rpm) at RT for 6 h and ultra-sonicated for 2 h. Fillers employed
were titanium (IV) oxide (TiO2), nanopowder, <100 nm (Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK) and calcium copper
titanate (CaCu3Ti4O12), ~3–5 µm (Thermograde Process Technology Ltd., Stone, UK). Photopolymer
containing 5, 10, 20% w/v filler (TO and CCT) along with 2% w/w dispersing agent (with respect to filler
weight) composites were formulated.

A Liquid Crystal Precision (LCP) 3D Printer (Photocentric Ltd., Peterborough, UK) was used for
the DPP 3DP of the formulated photopolymer. A diagram of the LCP 3D printer is shown in Figure 1.
Contrary to conventional SLA [3,16], where solidification of the photopolymer occurs under exposure
of a focused source of UV light, the LCP 3D printer uses a low-power LED array as a source for the
blue light (400 nm wavelength), which is passed through a thin LCD panel, which works as an optical
shutter for the light source, thus providing whole-layer exposure. The typical 2K resolution of the
LCD provides an XY pixel size of 42 µm (600 dpi), over a build volume of 12.1 × 6.8 × 16 cm3 with
25 µm layer thickness. In the DPP 3D printer, a layer thickness of 100 µm and an exposure time of
80 s for each layer was used to 3D print the composites and un-filled photopolymer. To increase the
crosslinking in the formulated composites and obtain a consistent 3D printing, the exposure time was
extended to 100–110 s.
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2.2. Characterisation Techniques

2.2.1. Vat Viscosity Measurements

Dynamic viscosity of the formulated photopolymers was measured using a HAAKE Mars III
Rheometer (ThermoFisher Scientific, Glouster, UK) and 25 mm parallel plates at RT with a shear rate
range of 0.01–1000 s−1.

2.2.2. Structural Characterisation

X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra of the two fillers were recorded using an Empyrean X-ray
Diffractometer (Malvern Panalytical Ltd., Malvern, UK) with a CoKα source at a generator voltage of
40 kV, 40 mA current, wavelength of 1.79 Å, scan range of 10 to 110◦ and step size 0.01◦ at RT.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging was performed using a Zeiss Sigma FE SEM (Carl
Zeiss Microscopy Ltd., Cambourne, UK) on powder samples which were sputter coated using an
Au/Pd target.

Surface topography of the 3DP composites was obtained using a 3D Optical Profiler (Bruker
ContourGT-X, Bruker UK Ltd., Coventry, UK), white light interferometer with 50× optical lens. SEM
imaging was carried out using a JEOL-SEM and Zeiss Sigma FE SEM (Cambourne, UK) on fractured
samples, which were sputter coated using an Au/Pd target.

2.2.3. Thermal Dynamic Characterisation

Thermal degradation behaviour of the 3DP composites was investigated using a TGA1-STARe
Thermogravimetric analyser (TGA) (Mettler-Toledo Ltd., Leicester, UK) in the temperature range
25–550 ◦C, at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min under nitrogen atmosphere. Differential Scanning Calorimetry
measurements were carried out using a DSC 1 Stare (Mettler-Toledo Ltd., Leicester, UK) between
−40 ◦C and 200 ◦C with a heating and cooling rate of 10 ◦C/min.

Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) was performed on samples 5 mm × 9 mm × 1 mm
in single cantilever mode with a 50 µm amplitude, a frequency of 1 Hz and a heating rate of 5 ◦C/min
in the temperature range of −30–200 ◦C using a Tritec 2000 DMA (Mettler-Toledo Ltd., Leicester, UK).
The frequency dependence of storage modulus (G′), loss modulus (G”) and loss factor (Tan δ) were
measured for the same dimension samples in single cantilever mode with a 50 µm amplitude at 25 ◦C
in the frequency range of 0.01–50 Hz.

2.2.4. Dielectric Characterisation

The complex dielectric properties of the 3DP composites were obtained using a 2-port Vector
Network Analyzer (Keithley E5063A, Keithley, Cleveland, USA) at 2.5 GHz and 5 GHz with the
split-post dielectric resonator (SPDR) technique and in the 12–18 GHz frequency range using the
waveguide technique. When using the waveguide technique, the SPDR was used for accurate
measurements of the dielectric loss [34]. The SPDR technique allows the determination of complex
permittivity with greater sensitivity than Thru-Reflect-Line (TRL) methods. The samples were printed
as 30 mm diameter, 1.5 mm in thick flat discs with and 16 mm × 8 mm × 2 mm rectangular blocks,
suitable for insertion into the waveguide transmission/reflection line. The waveguide technique
involved measuring the two-port complex scattering reflection S11, S22, and transmission S21 and S12

parameters, followed by retrieving the relative complex permittivity εr using the Nicholson–Ross–Weir
method [35,36].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Precursor Characterization

TO nanoparticles are spherical and agglomerated, while CCT particles show polyhedral
morphology with a particle size of 3–5 µm (Figure 2a,b). The crystal structures of the TO and
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CCT powders are shown in Figure 2c. The XRD spectrum of TO exhibits prominent rutile peaks
at (110) and prominent anatase peaks at (101) and (211) at 2θ = 32◦, 42◦ and 64◦ respectively, and
therefore can be classified as a tetragonal structure, P42/mnm space group [37,38]. The XRD spectrum
of CCT shows pronounced peaks at (110), (211), (220), (013), (222), (123), (400), (422), (440) and (620)
at 2θ = 19.7◦, 34.5◦, 40◦, 45◦, 49.6◦, 53.8◦, 57.9◦, 72.7◦, 86.4◦ and 99.9◦, respectively, thus revealing its
cubic body-centred perovskite-related structure, Im-3 space group [39,40].
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Figure 2. SEM images of raw titanium oxide (TO) (a) and calcium copper titanate (CCT) particles (b);
and (c) XRD patterns of corresponding TO and CCT nano- and micro-particles.

Figure 3 shows flow behaviour, i.e., shear rate dependence of viscosity of the liquid precursor
composite photopolymer with dispersed TO and CCT powders. Dispersants have the unique ability to
control the colloidal interactions by replacing the powder/powder and powder/air interfaces with a
powder/binder interface and hence control the viscosity of the suspension [41,42]. The addition of
dispersant enhances the ceramic particle loading in the photo-resin by enhancing the distribution of
the ceramic powder in the photo-resin composite suspension i.e., in the presence of dispersant in the
resin formulation, the particle ratio loading in the photo-resin can be increased without significantly
compromising the viscosity of the formulated resin composites. Additionally, the dispersant stabilized
the TO and CCT particles in the photopolymer against sedimentation which is required for the DPP
process to successfully 3DP. Inhomogeneity nor before or after the printing have been observed. All
composites exhibited shear thinning behaviour. As expected, for all studied dispersions (Figure 3a–c),
the viscosity increased with filler content. As seen in Figure 3a,c, the viscosity of the TO-filled
photo-resin suspension gradually increased with an increase in TO content, and the viscosity of the
5, 10 and 20 % w/v TO increased from 0.30 Pa.s (unfilled photo-resin at 0.1 s−1) to 0.50 ± 0.02, 0.56 ±
0.02 and 1.20 ± 0.02 Pa.s at 0.1 s−1, respectively. It can be observed from Figure 3b,c that the viscosity
of 5, 10 and 20% w/v CCT composites increased to 0.37 ± 0.05, 0.49 ± 0.05 and 0.72 ± 0.05 Pa.s at
0.1 s–1, respectively. The increase in viscosity with increasing filler content is higher for the TO
nano-composite than for the CCT micro-composite (Figure 3c), which indicates that TO has a stronger
interaction with the photopolymer than it does with CCT. The viscosity of the photo-resin formulation
is an important parameter to achieve good performance in SLA [43]. For a successful DPP process,
the ceramic suspension should have a viscosity range between 2–5 Pa.s in order to achieve complete
layer recoating. In this work, the viscosities of the formulated photo-resin composites (5, 10 and 20
wt% particle loaded) were well within the viscosity range required to achieve better 3DP performance
that resulted in successful 3DP of the formulated composites.

The rheological properties of neat photopolymer can also be affected by the size of the filler
particles. Usually, the viscosity of composites containing smaller particles (nanometre range) is greater
than the viscosity of composites filled with larger particles (micrometre range) at the same volume
fraction [44,45].

Faitel’son et al. [46] prepared low-density polyethylene (LDPE)/calcium metasilicate composites
and studied the effect of filler on the viscosity of the composites. They observed gradually decreasing
shear viscosity with an increase in filler loading and concluded that the decrease in shear viscosity
was attributed to the aggregation of the filler particles at higher loading and binding of part of the
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matrix in the aggregations. Most studies have observed an increase in viscosity with filler volume.
Starr et al. studied the effect of filler particle clustering on the rheology of a polymer melt and noticed
that the viscosity of the composite increases with increasing dispersion of the filler particles [47].
D. A. Komissarenko et al. [48] prepared acrylate-based suspensions containing zirconia fillers in the
presence of different surfactants for DLP 3D printing. They observed shear thinning rheological
behaviour and increase in the viscosity for the filled composites. Gojzewski et al. [49] formulated
acrylate/silica dispersions and photo-cured composites. They reported that the viscosity of the
formulated composition increases with the silica content. Figure 3c exhibits the trend of increased
viscosity of the photo-resin composites suspension with increased filler loading, which is expected and
in good agreement with the literature.
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3.2. Characterization of 3D Printed Samples

3.2.1. Surface Structure of 3D Printed Photopolymer Composites

Figure 4 shows various samples 3D printed using the formulated precursor photopolymers. The
shape and size of the printed samples have been chosen in accordance with requirements for dielectric
measurements, i.e., either as a thin disk or as a rectangular block. Figure 4b,c also shows the close-up
topographical features on the xy (top-surface) (b) and zx (side) (c) planes. As expected, the average
surface roughness (Sa) of the 10% w/v TO (0.18 ± 0.02 µm) and CCT (0.32 ± 0.02 µm) 3DP composites is
higher than that of the 3DP un-filled photopolymer (0.11 ± 0.02 µm), due to the presence of dispersed
filler particles.

Figure 5a–e present the SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces obtained in the un-filled
photo-polymer and TO/CCT 3DP composites. The fractural surface of the 3DP photopolymer are
smooth, while the cross-sections of the composites exhibit a rough and tortuous path, due to the
dispersed TO and CCT particles modifying the crack lines depending on their orientation in the
polymer matrices. For the micron sized CCT composites, the compatibility between filler and resin was
not ideal, compared to the nano-sized TO composites. Some CCT particles (Figure 5e) were directly
pulled out of the photopolymer matrix. Figure 5f is a close-up of the dispersion of TO nanoparticles in
the photopolymer, 10% w/v.
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Figure 4. (a) Examples of the 3D-printed samples with various content of the dielectric ceramic fillers
(smallest square of the background represents 1 mm). The colour and transparency of the samples are
the function of loaded particles and grade of the photopolymer. The rectangular-shape blocks were
printed to be fitted into the waveguide flange while disks were used for the split-post resonator. (b)
Topography of the as-printed top surface (xy-plane) for 3DP un-filled resin and TO and CCT filled 10%
w/v composites. (c) Side (zx-plane) of the as-printed samples showing the build layers.
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Figure 5. SEM images of the fractured surface of the DPP 3DP (a) un-filled photopolymer, (b–c)
10% w/v TO composite (low and high magnifications), (d–e) 10% w/v CCT composite (low and high
magnifications); and (f) state of dispersion of TO in the 10% w/v TO/photopolymer composites.

3.2.2. Dielectric Properties of the 3D Printed Photopolymer Composites

Figure 6 shows the measured real part of the relative dielectric permittivity as a function of
frequency for 3DP TO and CCT composites and photopolymer as a reference for the 12–18 GHz
frequency range. The addition of the ceramic particles to the photopolymer increases the permittivity
of the composites, reaching ε′(TO) = 3.88 ± 0.02 and ε′(CCT) = 3.5 ± 0.02 for 20% w/v of TO and CCT,
respectively. In general, the addition of TO appeared to be a more effective route for increasing the
relative dielectric permittivity of the composites.
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The results of dielectric permittivity measurements obtained by the SPDR method for nominal
5 GHz are consistent with the waveguide measurements and show the complex dielectric permittivity of
the 3DP un-filled photopolymer as ε′(resin) = 2.89 − j0.0197, while for the 3DP 20% w/v TO composites,
the permittivity is ε′(TO) = 3.85 − j0.0321. The results of dielectric permittivity in TO-based 3DP
samples are in good agreement with the effective medium theory [50] and experimentally observed
results for TO/rubber composites [51]. Figure 6c shows the real part of the permittivity of 3DP
composites for 5, 10 and 20% w/v volume fractions of TO and CCT. The predicted values were calculated
in accordance with [50] (Equation (1)) taking into consideration that TO are nearly spherical particles
(n = 0.1 correction factor to compensate for the shape and diameter of the fillers) and CCT are less
spherical (n = 0.12):

εe f f = εm

1 +
f
(
ε f − εm

)
εm + n(1− f )

(
ε f − εm

)  (1)

where εeff, εm, and εf are the effective real part of the dielectric constant of the composite, polymer matrix,
and ceramic filler, respectively, and f and n are the volume fraction and the correction. The permittivities
εf of the TO and CCT ceramic filler were stood 100 and 65 respectively. Surprisingly, CCT-filled samples
show very moderate increase in permittivity in spite of the reported giant dielectric constant in this
material [52,53]. It is likely that the synthesis parameters, such as high-temperature annealing of the
as-prepared ceramic and the particles size, would dramatically affect the dielectric permittivity [54].
As in our case, the CCT ceramic powder was used as-is without post-synthesis treatment.
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3.2.3. Thermal Analysis of the 3D Printed Photopolymers

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed for the 3DP TO and CCT composites to
observe the effect of different fillers on their glass transition temperature, Tg. Figure 7a,b shows the DSC
thermograms of the composites loaded with 5, 10 and 20% w/v ceramic fillers. The peaks corresponding
to the Tg were not very prominent, so the values for the glass transition temperature were extrapolated
from the cross-section point of two tangents. There were no melting and crystallisation peaks observed,
which confirms the amorphous structure of all the 3DP samples. The significant increase in Tg of the
3DP composites is attributed to the reinforcing effect of the fillers that hindered the mobility of the
polymer chains [55].

The thermal degradation of the 3DP photopolymer and its composites presented in Figure 7c,d
reveals that the onset degradation temperature (T0) and maximum degradation temperature (Tmax)
were decreased for the composites compared to the un-filled photopolymer. Furthermore, T0 gradually
decreased with an increase in the composite’s filler content. This may be due to the decrease in
molecular weight during photo-polymerization (DPP 3DP process) in the presence of fillers [56]. The
primary explanation for the induction of thermal instability in the 3DP composites is postulated to
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be due to the improved and effective heat transfer to the photopolymer phase through the dispersed
ceramic fillers [57]. Table 1 summarises the thermal properties of the 3DP composites.
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Table 1. Glass transition temperature Tg, onset degradation T0, and maximum degradation temperature
Tmax obtained in the 3D-printed samples.

Samples Tg (◦C) T0 (◦C) Tmax (◦C)

Un-filled resin 28.0 ± 3.4 324 ± 3.8 428 ± 2.8

5% TO 39.5 ± 3.7 322 ± 2.9 418 ± 3.0

10% TO 37.0 ± 2.9 305 ± 3.2 420 ± 3.5

20% TO 43.0 ± 3.1 301 ± 2.8 405 ± 3.1

5% CCT 39.0 ± 3.2 295 ± 3.0 428 ± 2.7

10% CCT 36.0 ± 3.9 284 ± 3.0 422 ± 3.0

20% CCT 35.0 ± 3.5 281 ± 3.2 409 ± 2.9

3.2.4. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis of the 3D Printed Photopolymer and Its Composites

Under the application of periodic mechanical energy, the elastic segment of any viscoelastic
material stores energy, whereas the viscous part depletes energy in accordance with the hypothesis of
viscoelasticity [58]. The storage modulus G is the complex measure of the stored energy per cycle of
the applied sinusoidal stress and it measures the elastic response of the materials. The temperature
dependency of the real part G′ and loss tangent tanδ for the different composites having varying TO
and CCT content is shown in Figure 8a,b,e,f. G′ sharply declines for all 3DP samples in the primary
relaxation process (glass transition) where tanδ goes through a maximum followed by a rubbery plateau
region. The increase of G′ with the increase in the TO content is due to the reinforcing potential of the
dispersed TO nanoparticles in the photopolymer. The exfoliation of nano-sized TO in the polymer
matrix, along with the adhesion between photopolymer and dispersed TO, significantly enhances the
interfacial area, which increases the reinforcement capability (as seen in Figure 5c,f, there is no evidence
of pull out of TO particles from photopolymer matrix indicating good interfacial adhesion between
particles and matrix). The storage modulus for the 3DP 20% w/v CCT composites also significantly
increased at 25 ◦C (typical operational temperature of the 3DP) compared to the pure photopolymer
(Figure 8e). However, in the contrast with the TO case, the 20% w/v CCT composite exhibited a lower
storage modulus at ambient temperature compared to the 10% w/v CCT composite, which may be
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due to the agglomeration of CCT in the polymer matrix that resulted in a moderate reinforcing effect
exerted by the filler at higher loading.

The mobility of the polymer chain segments and free volume primarily affect the thermomechanical
properties of a polymer when it is cooled down and put into the glassy state [59]. The 3DP TO and
CCT composites have higher glass transition temperature, Tg, than that of the un-filled photopolymer
(Figure 8b,f). Tg of the 20% w/v 3DP TO composite was increased by 33 ± 3 ◦C, compared to the Tg of
3DP un-filled photopolymer.

Figure 8c,d,g,h show the storage modulus G’ and loss of the 3DP TO and CCTO composites as a
function of frequency. The dispersion curve of G′ represents the frequency response of elasticity. The
storage modulus for the composites increased steeply with an increase in frequency. The behaviour of
tanδ vs frequency signifies the frequency response of the viscous behaviour of polymeric materials.
The increase in G′ for the 3DP composites may result from the increase in molecular chain rigidity,
due to the restriction of the mobility of the chain segments by the dispersed fillers and the interfacial
adhesion between the polymer chains and fillers [60]. A steep decrease in tanδ with an increase in the
frequency also indicates an elastic nature of the samples. The frequency response of tanδ (Figure 8d,h)
for the 3DP composites exhibited a stable damping property within the measured range of frequency.
It was also noticed that G′ increases and tanδ decreases with an increase in filler content. The mobility
of the photopolymer chain segment was highly restricted by the filler particulates and resulted in a
decrease in the loss factor.
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4. Conclusions

The present research explores the high resolution DPP 3DP of photopolymer composites containing
TO and CCT particles based on visible light curing technology for high frequency electromagnetic
applications. Composites filled with 5, 10 and 20% w/v of TO and CCT were formulated and the
shear viscosity of the formulated composites resin was carefully studied. XRD analysis confirmed
the tetragonal structure of TO and body-centred cubic perovskite structure of CCT. The surface
topography of the 3DP composites shows that the surface roughness of the TO composites was highly
comparable to the un-filled 3DP photopolymer due to better dispersion of the nano-sized TO in the
polymer matrix. SEM analysis of the fractured surface of the 3DP composites exhibited a rough and
tortuous fractured surface, compared to the smooth fracture surface of the 3DP un-filled photopolymer.
The maximum thermal degradation temperature for the composites was decreased compared to the
un-filled photopolymer, which may be due to the decrease in molecular weight of the photopolymer
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during photo-polymerization in the presence of fillers. On the contrary, the glass transition temperature,
Tg, and the real part of the storage modulus, G, increased for the composites, showing higher values for
20% w/v TO, due to the better dispersion and reinforcing effect of the nano-sized TO compared to the
micro-sized CCT. The real part of the dielectric permittivity was ε′(TO) = 3.88 ± 0.02 and ε′(CCT) = 3.5
± 0.02 for the 20% w/v TO and 20% w/v CCT composites, compared to ε′(photopolymer) = 2.67 ± 0.02,
and showed no dispersion in the 2.5–18 GHz frequency range. Such dielectric properties may be
attractive for 3DP of advanced electro-magnetic devices for high-frequency communications, where
high spatial resolution of the feature elements is essential. This paper can also be used as a guideline
for the formulation of bespoke precursors with tailored properties (e.g., conductive, magnetic, optical)
for DPP 3DP, with the optimal viscosities for reproducible 3DP in the range from 1.20 to 0.72 Pa.s for
nano- and micro-sized functional inclusions, respectively.
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